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Abstract

This paper extends 2D active shape models to 2D þ time by presenting a method for modeling and segmenting spatio-temporal shapes

(ST-shapes). The modeling part consists of constructing a statistical model of ST-shape parameters. This model describes the principal

modes of variation of the ST-shape in addition to constraints on the allowed variations. An active approach is used in segmentation where an

initial ST-shape is deformed to better fit the data and the optimal proposed deformation is calculated using dynamic programming.

Segmentation results on both synthetic and real data are presented.

q 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Much work has been done on tracking rigid objects in

2D sequences. In many image analysis applications,

however, there is a need for modeling and locating non-

rigid time-varying object shapes. One approach for

dealing with such objects is the use of deformable

models. Deformable models [21] such as snakes [12] and

its variants [4,8,9,15,17], have attracted considerable

attention and are widely used for segmenting non-rigid

objects in 2D and 3D (volume) images. However, there

are several well-known problems associated with snakes.

They were designed as interactive models and therefore

rely upon a user to overcome initialization sensitivity.

They were also designed as general models showing no

preference for a particular object shape other than those

that are smooth. This generality can cause unacceptable

results when snakes are used to segment objects with

shape abnormalities arising from occlusion, closely

located but irrelevant structures, or noise. Thus, tech-

niques which incorporate a priori knowledge of object

shape were introduced [6,22]. In active shape models

(ASM) [6], the statistical variation of shapes is modeled

beforehand in accordance with a training set of known

examples. In order to attack the problem of tracking non-

rigid time-varying objects, deformable models were

extended to dynamic deformable models [14,16,18–20,

23]. These describe the shape changes (over time) in a

single model that evolves through time to reach a state

of equilibrium where internal forces, representing con-

straints on shape smoothness, balance the external image

forces and the contour comes to rest. Deformable models

have been constructed by applying a probabilistic

framework and led to techniques such as ‘Kalman

snakes’ [24]. Motion tracking using deformable models

has been used for tracking non-rigid structures such as

blood cells [14] and much attention has been given to the

human heart and the tracking of the left ventricle in both

2D and 3D [13,16,18,20]. In addition to tracking rigid

objects, previous work focused on arbitrary non-rigid

motion and gave little attention to tracking objects

moving in specific motion patterns, without the incor-

poration of statistical prior knowledge in both 2D and

time [2].

In this paper, we present a new method for locating

spatio-temporal shapes (ST-shapes) in image sequences.
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We extend ASM [6] to include knowledge of temporal

shape variations and present a new ST-shape

modeling and segmentation technique. The method is

well suited to model and segment objects with specific

motion patterns, as in cardiography, optical signature

motion recognition, and lip-reading for human computer

interaction.

2. Method

In order to model a certain class of ST-shapes,

a representative training set of known shapes is collected.

The set should be large enough to include most of the

shape variations we need to model. Next, all the

ST-shapes in the training set are parameterized. A data

dimensionality reduction stage is then performed by

capturing only the main modes of ST-shape variations.

In addition to constructing the ST-shape model, the

training stage also includes the modeling of gray-level

information. The task is then to locate an ST-shape given

a new unknown image sequence. An average ST-shape is

first initialized, ‘optimal’ deformations are then proposed,

and then the deformations are constrained to agree with

the training data. The proposed changes minimize a cost

function that takes into account both the temporal shape

smoothness constraints and the gray-level appearance

constraints. The search for the optimum proposed

change is done using dynamic programming. The

following sections present the various steps involved in

detail.

2.1. Statistical ST-shape variation

The training set. We collect N training frame-sequences

each with F frames. The training set, FV ¼ ½V1;V2;…;VN�;

displays similar objects and similar object motion patterns.

FV ðiÞ ¼ Vi ¼ ½fi1; fi2;…; fiF� is the ith frame-sequence

containing F frames and ViðjÞ ; FV ði; jÞ ¼ fij is the jth

frame of the ith frame-sequence containing the intensity

value fijðr; cÞ ; FV ði; j; r; cÞ at the rth row and cth column of

the frame.

The ST-shape parameters. We introduce Si to denote the

parameter vector representing the ith ST-shape. Parameter-

ization is done using landmarks (other shape parameteriza-

tion methods may be utilized, e.g. Fourier descriptors [3] or

B-splines [23]). Landmarks are labeled either manually,

as when a cardiologist labels the heart chamber boundaries

[6,11], or (semi-)automatically [10]. Each landmark point is

represented by its ðx; yÞ coordinate. Using L landmarks per

frame and F frames per sequence, we can write the training

set of ST-shapes as FS ¼ ½S1; S2;…; SN�; where FSðiÞ ¼

Si ¼ ½ri1; ri2;…; riF� is the ith ST-shape containing F shapes

and SiðjÞ ; FSði; jÞ ¼ rij is the jth shape of the ith ST-shape.

rij can be written as rij ¼ ½xij1; yij1; xij2; yij2;…; xijL; yijL�

where xijk ¼ rijðk; 1Þ ; FSði; j; k; 1Þ and yijk ¼ rijðk; 2Þ ;
FSði; j; k; 2Þ are the ðx; yÞ coordinates of the kth landmark

of the shape rij:

ST-shapes alignment. Next, the ST-shapes are aligned

in order to allow comparing equivalent points from

different ST-shapes. This is done by rotating, scaling and

translating the shape in each frame of the ST-shape by

an amount that is fixed within one ST-shape. A weighted

least-squares approach is used for aligning two sequences

and an iterative algorithm is used to align all the ST-

shapes. Given two ST-shapes,

S1¼½x111;y111;…;x11L;y11L;x121;y121;…;x12L;y12L;…;x1F1;

y1F1;…;x1FL;y1FL�

and

S2¼½x211;y211;…;x21L;y21L;x221;y221;…;x22L;y22L;…;x2F1;

y2F1;…;x2FL;y2FL�;

we need to find the rotation angle u; the scaling factor s;

and the value of the translation ðtx;tyÞ that will align S2

to S1: To align S2 to S1; S2 is mapped to

Ŝ2¼½x̂211; ŷ211;…; x̂21L; ŷ21L;x̂221; ŷ221;…; x̂22L; ŷ22L;…; x̂2F1;

ŷ2F1;…;x̂2FL; ŷ2FL�

using Ŝ2¼Mðs;uÞ½S2�þt; where Mðs;uÞ½S2� is a rotated

then scaled version of each coordinate of S2 (by u and s;

respectively) and

t¼½tx; ty; tx; ty; ···; tx; ty�
T

is a translation vector of length 2FL: The weighted

distance between S1 and Ŝ2 in the 2FL dimensional space

is given by

d2

12̂
¼ðŜ22S1Þ

TWTWðŜ22S1Þ;

where

W¼ diagðw11x;w11y;…;w1Lx;w1Ly;w21x;w21y;…;w2Lx;

w2Ly;…;wF1x;wF1y;…;wFLx;wFLyÞ:

The elements of W reflect our trust in each coordinate

and are chosen to be proportional to the ‘stability’ of the

different landmarks over the training set [6].

To rotate, scale and translate a single coordinate

ðx2kl; y2klÞ we use

x̂2kl

ŷ2kl

" #
¼

ax 2ay

ay ax

" #
·

x2kl

y2kl

" #
þ

tx

ty

" #
;

where ax ¼ s cosðuÞ and ay ¼ s sinðuÞ: Ŝ2 can now be

rewritten as Ŝ2 ¼ Az; where z ¼ ½ax; ay; tx; ty�
T and
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The distance d2

12̂
can now be rewritten as

d2

12̂
¼ ðAz 2 S1Þ

TWTWðAz 2 S1Þ and we can solve for

z (least-squares solution) that minimizes d2

12̂
according to

z ¼ ððWAÞTðWAÞÞ21ðWAÞTWS1Þ ¼ ðATWTWAÞ21ATWT

WS1: Once z ¼ ½ax; ay; tx; ty�
T is calculated, s and u can be

found using u ¼ arctanðay=axÞ and s ¼ ax=cosðarctanðay=axÞÞ:

We note that when the observed motion patterns in

the training sequences span different time intervals,

temporal re-sampling or aligning that incorporates temporal

scaling is performed.

Main ST-shape variation modes. The N aligned

ST-shapes, each of length 2FL and represented by

{S1; S2;…; SN}; map to a ‘cloud’ of N points in a 2FL

dimensional space. It is assumed that these N points are

contained within a hyper ellipsoid of this 2FL dimen-

sional space. We call this region the allowable ST-shape

domain (ASTSD). We then apply principal component

analysis (PCA) to the aligned training set of ST-shapes

in order to find the main modes of ST-shape variation.

The resulting principal components (PCs) are the

eigenvectors pk ð1 # k # 2FLÞ of the covariance matrix

of the observations, CS; found from CSpk ¼ lkpk: lk is

the kth eigenvalue of CS ðlk $ lkþ1Þ and is equal to the

variance along the kth PC. The mean ST-shape is

calculated as

�S ¼
1

N

XN
i¼1

Si:

The PCs are normalized to unit length and are

mutually orthogonal.

Model representation. Now, we express each ST-shape,

Si; as the sum of the mean ST-shape, �S; and a linear

combination of the principal modes of variation, Pbi:

This gives Si ¼ �S þ Pbi where bi ¼ ½bi;1; bi;2; · · ·; bi;2FL�
T

and P ¼ ½p1; p2; · · ·; p2FL�: We constrain bl to bl min #

bl # bl max with bl min ¼ 2bl max and 1 # l # 2FL: bl max is

chosen to be proportional to
ffiffiffi
ll

p
(23

ffiffiffi
ll

p
# bl # 3

ffiffiffi
ll

p
is

typically used). In practice only the first t (out of 2FL) PCs

explaining a sufficiently high percentage of the total

variance of the original data are used and the fundamental

equation becomes

S ¼ �S þ Ptb ð1Þ

where b ¼ ½b1; b2; · · ·; bt�
T; Pt ¼ ½p1; p2; · · ·; pt�; and the

constraints on b become bl min # bl # bl max; where 1 #

l # t:

2.2. Gray-level training

The information contained in the ST-shape model

alone is typically not enough for ST segmentation.

Therefore, additional representative information about

the intensities or gray-levels relating to the object is

also desired and collected in the gray-level training stage.

In the search stage, new estimates of the ST-shape are

sought that will better match the gray-level prior knowl-

edge. Different gray-level representative information can

be used, e.g. gathering the intensity values in the entire

patch contained within the object [5] or parameterizing

the profiles or patches around the landmark. In this

implementation, we follow [6] and use a mean normalized

derivative (difference) profile, passing through each land-

mark and perpendicular to the boundary created by the

neighboring ones. For the kth landmark this profile is

given by

�yk ¼
1

FN

XF
j¼1

XN
i¼1

yijk ð2Þ

where yijk is the representative profile for the kth

landmark in the jth shape of the ith ST-shape. Using

gray-level information, temporal and shape constraints,

the model is guided to a better estimate of the dynamic

object hidden in the new frame-sequence.

2.3. ST-shape segmentation algorithm

Given a new frame-sequence, the task is to locate the

object in all the frames or equivalently locate the ST-

shape. An initial estimate of the ST-shape parameters is

chosen at first, then changes to the parameters are

proposed. The pose of the current estimate is then

changed and suitable weights for the modes of variation

are chosen in order to fit the model to the proposed

changes. This is done with the restriction that the changes

can only be made in accordance with the model (with

reduced dimensionality) and the training set. New changes

are then proposed and so on. Here, we present a detailed

discussion of these steps.

Initial estimate. The search starts by guessing an initial

ST-shape:

Ŝk0l ¼ Mðsk0l; uk0lÞ½�S þ Ptb
k0l� þ tk0l ð3Þ

where t ¼ ½tx; ty; tx; ty; · · ·; tx; ty� is of length 2FL:

Mðs; uÞ½S� þ t scales, rotates, and translates S by s; u; and

AT ¼

x211 y211 · · · x21L y21L x221 y221 · · · x22L y22L · · · x2F1 y2F1 · · · x2FL y2FL

2y211 x211 · · · 2y21L x21L 2y221 x221 · · · 2y22L x22L · · · 2y2F1 x2F1 · · · 2y2FL x2FL

1 0 · · · 1 0 1 0 · · · 1 0 · · · 1 0 · · · 1 0

0 1 · · · 0 1 0 1 · · · 0 1 · · · 0 1 · · · 0 1

2
66666664

3
77777775
:
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t; respectively. Both �S and Pt are obtained from the training

stage. A typical initialization would set bk0l to zero and set

sk0l; uk0l; and tk0l to values that place the initial sequence in

the vicinity of the target.

Proposing a new sequence. For each landmark, say the

kth landmark in the jth frame, we define a search profile

hjk ¼ ½hjk1; hjk2; · · ·; hjkH� that is differentiated and normal-

ized as done with the training profiles. This gives HF

possibilities for the proposed positions of the kth landmarks

in the F frames, see Fig. 1.

Since locating the new positions (one out of HF possible)

is computationally demanding, we formulate the problem as

a multi-stage decision process and use dynamic program-

ming [1] to find the optimum proposed landmark positions

by minimizing a cost function. The cost function comprises

two terms: one due to large temporal landmark position

changes, and another reflecting the mismatch between the

gray-level values surrounding the current landmarks and

those expected values found in the gray-level training stage.

In the following paragraphs, we detail our implementation

of dynamic programming.

We calculate a gray-level mismatch value Mkðj; lÞ for

each point along each search profile in all the frames

according to

Mkðj; lÞ ¼ ðhjkðlÞ2 �ykÞ
TWTWðhjkðlÞ2 �ykÞ ð4Þ

where 1 # k # L; 1 # j # F; 1 # l # H; hjkðlÞ is a

sub-profile of length G 2 1 anchored at the lth location of

the search profile hjk; and W is a diagonal weighting matrix

(W ¼ I was used). Additionally, we calculate a temporal

discontinuity value djkðlj; lj21Þ; corresponding to moving the

kth landmark in frame j 2 1 to location lj21 and the kth

landmark in frame j to location lj; each along its respective

search profile, according to

d2
jkðlj; lj21Þ ¼ ðcjkxðljÞ2 cj21kxðlj21ÞÞ

2 þ ðcjkyðljÞ

2 cj21kyðlj21ÞÞ
2 ð5Þ

wherecjkx ¼ ½xjk1; xjk2; · · ·; xjkH� andcjky ¼ ½yjk1; yjk2; · · ·; yjkH�

are the search profile coordinates of the kth landmark in the

jth frame. We compare the accumulated costs of moving

the kth landmark to the lth position in the jth frame,

2 # j # F; from any of the H positions in frame j 2 1 and

assign the least value to Akðj; lÞ; i.e.

Akðj; lÞ ¼ min{tjkl1; tjkl2;…; tjklH} ð6Þ

tjklm ¼ wddjkðl;mÞ þ wmMkðj; lÞ þ Akðj 2 1;mÞ; ð7Þ

wd and wm; satisfy wd þ wm ¼ 1; control the relative

importance of temporal discontinuity and gray-level mis-

match. We also assign an index or a pointer, Pkðj; lÞ; to the

location of the best landmark in the previous frames.

Applying the same procedure to the kth landmark in all the

F frames yields F £ H accumulated values and F £ H

pointers (no temporal discontinuity cost is associated with

the first frame).

To find the proposed positions of the kth landmark in all

the frames we find the location, call it mF ; of the minimum

accumulated cost along the search profile of the landmark in

the last frame, frame F: Then we use mF to find the proposed

landmark position in the second last frame, frame F 2 1; as

mF21 ¼ PkðF;mFÞ: Its coordinates will be ðcF21kxðmF21Þ;

cF21kyðmF21ÞÞ: In general the proposed coordinates of the

kth landmark of the jth frame will be

ðx; yÞ : ðcjkxðmjÞ; cjkyðmjÞÞ ð8Þ

mj ¼ Pkðj þ 1;mjþ1Þ ð9Þ

Tracking back to the first frame, we acquire the

coordinates of the proposed positions of the kth landmark

Fig. 1. Proposing a new ST-shape. (a) An illustration of an ST-shape

overlaid on an image sequence. The search profiles of one landmark in two

frames are shown in white. Examples of proposed landmark positions are

shown as black squares. (b) The different choices of the new positions of

landmark i in all frames.
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in all frames. Similarly, we obtain the proposed positions for

all the landmarks ð1 # k # LÞ; which define the ST-shape

changes dŜk0l
proposed:

Limiting the proposed sequence. Since the proposed

ST-shape ðŜk0l þ dŜk0l
proposedÞ will generally not conform to

our model of reduced dimensionality and will not lie in the

ASTSD, it cannot be accepted as an ST-shape estimate.

Therefore, we need to find an acceptable ST-shape that is

closest to the proposed one. This is done by first finding the

pose parameters (sk1l; uk1l; and tk1l) that will align �S to

Ŝk0l þ dŜk0l
proposed by mapping �S to Mðsk1l; uk1lÞ½�S� þ tk1l; then

finding the extra ST-shape modifications dSk1l which,

when combined with the pose parameters, will map exactly

to Ŝk0l þ dŜ
k0l
proposed: The latter is done by solving the

following equation for dSk1l

Mðsk1l; uk1lÞ½�S þ dSk1l� þ tk1l ¼ Ŝk0l þ dŜ
k0l
proposed ) ð10Þ

dSk1l ¼ Mðsk1l; uk1lÞ21½Ŝk0l þ dŜ
k0l
proposed 2 tk1l�2 �S ð11Þ

where Mðsk1l; uk1lÞ21 ¼ Mððsk1lÞ21;2uk1lÞ: In order to find

the new shape parameters, bk1l we need to solve dSk1l ¼ Pt

bk1l; which, in general, has no solution since dSk1l lies in

a 2FL dimensional space whereas Pt spans only a t

dimensional space. The best least-squares solution is

obtained as

bk1l ¼ PT
t dSk1l ð12Þ

Finally, using the constraints discussed earlier,

bl min # bl # bl max where 1 # l # t; we limit these

ST-shape variations and obtain an acceptable or allow-

able shape within the ASTSD. By updating bk0l to bk1l

we have the new values for all the parameters sk1l; uk1l;

bk1l; and tk1l:

Updating the estimate and reiterating. Similarly,

new ST-shape estimates can be obtained

Ŝkil ¼ Mðskil; ukilÞ½�S þ Ptb
kil� þ tkil ! Ŝkiþ1l

¼ Mðskiþ1l
; ukiþ1lÞ½�S þ Ptb

kiþ1l� þ tkiþ1l ð13Þ

for i ¼ 1; 2; 3;…: Checking for convergence can be done by

examining the changes, i.e. if the new estimate is not much

different (according to some predefined threshold) then the

search is completed, otherwise we reiterate.

3. Results

We tested the method on synthetic and real data. A

single synthetic example consisted of an ST-shape (Fig. 2)

and a frame-sequence. The ST-shape data is first

calculated and then used to generate the frame-sequence.

Fig. 2. Examples of synthetic spatio-temporal shapes. (a) Circle with translational motion, expansion and shrinkage in time. (b) ‘Random star’ with

translational motion. (c) ‘Sinusoidal star’ with translational motion, expansion and shrinkage in time.

Fig. 3. Examples of synthetic frames with imperfections due to (a) global noise, (b) missing frame, (c) overlapping occlusion, (d) touching occlusion, and

(e) local noise.
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Fig. 4. Spatio-temporal segmentation example with three missing frames and global noise in all frames. After 23 iterations the initial ST-shape (overlaid in

white on the leftmost 16 frames) deforms and detects the moving object (rightmost 16 frames).

Fig. 5. Spatio-temporal segmentation example with overlapping occlusions and global noise in all frames. After 15 iterations the initial ST-shape (overlaid in

white on the leftmost 16 frames) deforms and detects the moving object (rightmost 16 frames).

Fig. 6. Spatio-temporal segmentation example with strong local noise and moderate global noise in all frames. After 18 iterations the initial ST-shape (overlaid

in white on the leftmost 16 frames) deforms and detects the moving object (rightmost 16 frames).
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Fig. 7. Left-ventricular segmentation result from two echocardiographic image sequence. Ultrasound frames are shown with the ST-shape overlaid (a and c)

before and (b and d) after projection onto the ASTSD (frames progress from left to right, top to bottom).
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The ST-shapes are represented by a set of coordinates

describing the shapes in all the frames. Each synthetic

ST-shape consists of F frames. Each frame contains L

landmark coordinates. Both the x and the y coordinates

of each landmark move within a sequence according to

sinusoidal functions with certain amplitudes and frequen-

cies. The positions of the landmarks in the first frame

and the amplitudes and frequencies of the sinusoidal

functions are sampled from Gaussian distributed func-

tions with given means and variances. This is done to

produce similar ST-shapes to be used in the training

stage. After the ST-shapes are produced, binary images

are generated for all the frames in the sequences, by

‘filling’ the polygon areas generated from the landmark

coordinates. Then the binary frame-sequences are

smoothed by convolution with a Gaussian kernel. Noise

and occlusions are added when producing a frame-

sequence for testing the search algorithm.

To produce image sequences that imitate real-life

imagery including artifacts, the synthetically generated

image sequences used for both training and testing were

deteriorated in different ways. Some examples of imperfec-

tions are shown in Fig. 3.

In the three synthetic examples presented here, the

training was performed using 10 image sequences.

Each sequence consisted of 16 frames. Each frame was

of size 160 £ 182 pixels (i.e. the size of FV ¼ 10 £ 16£

160 £ 182). Twenty-five landmarks were used to represent

each contour in each frame (size of FS ¼ 10 £ 16 £ 25 £ 2).

The gray-level search was conducted on a profile of length

41 pixels and the training profile was of length 13. Six

ST-shape parameters were used to describe 98% of the total

ST-shape variations. The training set was blurred and

noised. In the image sequences, the minimum object

intensity was 0, the maximum object intensity was 60,

and the global noise variance was 100. Following are three

examples of the ST-shape segmentation (the 16 frames in

each sub-figure are ordered from left to right and top to

bottom):

(1) Missing frames (Fig. 4). The result shows that the

deformable ST-shape converged to the target object in

all the frames and reasonable guesses were produced

for the separated missing frames.

(2) Overlapping occlusion (Fig. 5). The result shows that

the deformable ST-shape converged to the target object

overcoming the problem of overlapping occlusions that

appeared in all the frames. The radius of the occlusion

was 15 pixels.

(3) Local noise (Fig. 6). The result shows that the

deformable ST-shape converged to the target object

in spite of the presence of strong local noise and

moderate global noise in all the frames. The local noise

variance used was 2500. The radius of the local noise

region was 25 pixels and the spatial variance of the

local noise was 200 pixels.

Fig. 8. Additional left-ventricular segmentation results from an echocardiographic image sequence (frames progress from left to right, top to bottom).
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Furthermore, we tested the performance of the method on

real echocardiographic image sequences for locating the

ST-shape of the left ventricle. The training data set

consisted of six frame sequences, each sequence included

21 frames, each frame was of size 255 £ 254 pixels (i.e. the

size of FV ¼ 6 £ 21 £ 255 £ 254). The number of ðx; yÞ

landmark coordinates in each frame was 25 (size of

FS ¼ 6 £ 21 £ 25 £ 2). Three ST-shape parameters were

used to explain 94.2% of the total ST-shape variations.

The gray-level search was conducted on a profile of length

60 pixels and the training profile was of length 26 pixels.

Fig. 7 illustrates how statistical ST prior knowledge is used

to constrain the proposed segmentation and produce the

final left ventricular segmentation. Fig. 8 shows additional

segmentation results. Table 1 reports execution times and

associated segmentation errors (MATLAB 5.3, 1.70 GHz

Intelw Pentiumw M Processor, 2 GB RAM). Leave-one-out

cross-validation was used (i.e. the ST segmentation of each

image sequence out of the six, utilized the shape and gray-

level training results obtained from the remaining five

manually labeled sequences).

We have also applied our method to segmenting

astrocyte cells in a 3D fluorescence image, where

the spatial z-axis replaces time. The training data set

consisted of eight volumes (out of nine, leave-one-out

validation), each included 11 image slices, each image

was of size 128 £ 128 pixels (i.e. the size of

FV ¼ 8 £ 11 £ 128 £ 128). The number of ðx; yÞ

landmark coordinates in each slice was 40 (size of

FS ¼ 8 £ 11 £ 40 £ 2). Seven shape parameters were

used to explain 99.5% of the total shape variations.

The gray-level search was conducted on a profile of

length 40 pixels and the training profile was of length 12

pixels. Fig. 9 illustrates an example segmentation results.

4. Conclusion

Motivated by the fact that many image analysis

applications require robust methods for representing,

locating, and analyzing non-rigid time-varying shapes, we

presented an extension of 2D ASM to 2D þ time. This

method models the gray-level information and the ST

variations of a time-varying object in a training set. The

model is then used for locating similar moving objects in a

new image sequence. The segmentation technique is based

Fig. 9. Segmenting a 3D astrocyte cell (spatial z-axis replaces time). (a) The initial shape model and (b) the segmentation result overlaid in white on a

fluorescence 3D image.

Table 1

Execution times and left-ventricular segmentation errors for six echocardiographic image sequences

Search sequence Execution time (s) Error (mm)

Gray-level training Shape training ST search Mean Median SD Max Min

1 1.99 57.95 53.18 1.62 1.03 1.51 6.90 0.07

2 1.96 57.57 53.42 1.08 0.90 0.75 4.22 0.00

3 1.93 57.32 53.44 0.91 0.71 0.70 4.30 0.01

4 1.93 57.25 53.34 2.28 1.92 1.67 7.05 0.05

5 1.94 57.62 53.40 1.15 1.04 0.72 3.22 0.02

6 1.94 57.18 53.41 1.31 1.01 1.04 5.21 0.03

Average 1.95 57.48 53.36 1.39 1.10 1.06 5.15 0.03
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on deforming a ST-shape to better fit the image sequence

data only in ways consistent with the training set. The

proposed deformations are calculated by minimizing an

energy function using dynamic programming. The energy

function includes terms reflecting temporal smoothness and

gray-level information constraints. We demonstrated the

suitability of the method for segmenting objects with

specific motion patterns using synthetic and real

echo cardiographic data. Extending our current work to

include temporal translation and temporal scaling par-

ameters may assist in searching through longer image

sequences for target dynamic shapes of varying velocities.

Usefulness of multi-resolution search was demonstrated for

2D ASM [7], a similar extension that includes multiple

temporal resolutions may be equally beneficial.
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